A JOURNEY THROUGH HISTORY

Guided tours and other activities

VITORIA-GASTEIZ FOR LITTLE ONES.

A 3 kilometer route that ends at the Romanesque hermitage of Armenía in Salburua, or the house where the Lehendakari of the Basque Country lived in the 16th century. The journey includes several walks, bike rides, and even a 1.2 km biking route, which is the perfect trip for those who want to enjoy the environment.

The FLORIDA PARK AND THE LA SERRATA ROUTE

Starting from the Río Nervión Park, the Serrata route includes several areas: the Serrata area, located in the Río Nervión Park; the Olagüe Peninsula, located on the banks of the Río Nervión; and the Florida Park, located in the same area as the Serrata area. The Serrata area is covered by pine and oak trees, while the Olagüe Peninsula is a place with pine forests and oak groves.

AN AREA FOR SPORT AND CULTURE

In the city, you can do a 3 km route through the city centre. It’s a path of low difficulty and suitable for all ages and levels of fitness. The route includes a large green area in the city centre, where there are markets and you can enjoy our music and traditions. There are also several local festivals held in the city centre.

REFERENCES

• Bicycle rental and alternatives for people with reduced mobility: v-g.eus/rent
• Guided tours: v-g.eus/guidedtours
• “Nature” menu on our website: v-g.eus/tourism
• Bike tours and rutas de historia v-g.eus/historia
• Map of Vitoria-Gasteiz: bit.ly/inlandbeaches
• Map of Vitoria-Gasteiz: bit.ly/hontzaen
• Map of Vitoria-Gasteiz: bit.ly/maresgors
• Map of Vitoria-Gasteiz: bit.ly/mikonosz
• Map of Vitoria-Gasteiz: bit.ly/micaretas

FAMILY TOURISM

VITORIA-GASTEIZ WITH YOUR FAMILY

A SUSTAINABLE DESTINATION

where you can learn, rural history and avant-garde culture

Enjoy

VITORIA-GASTEIZ

with your family

THE GREEN BELT, ON FOOT OR BY BICYCLE

In the city, you can do a 3 km route through the city centre. It’s a path of low difficulty and suitable for all ages and levels of fitness. The route includes a large green area in the city centre, where there are markets and you can enjoy our music and traditions. There are also several local festivals held in the city centre.

THE PARK OF THE FLORIDA AND THE LA SERRATA ROUTE

Starting from the Río Nervión Park, the Serrata route includes several areas: the Serrata area, located in the Río Nervión Park; the Olagüe Peninsula, located on the banks of the Río Nervión; and the Florida Park, located in the same area as the Serrata area. The Serrata area is covered by pine and oak trees, while the Olagüe Peninsula is a place with pine forests and oak groves.

The water park in Vitoria-Gasteiz is a great place for kids, with plenty of activities for all ages. You can enjoy a day of fun with your family in the city centre.
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FAMILY TOURISM

A JOURNEY THROUGH HISTORY

Tourist Office. Tel: 945 161 598 / 99

Vitoria-Gasteiz, capital of the Basque Country, is a green, sustainable city with plenty of family-friendly plans for you to enjoy.

MUST-DOs

• Discover Erotzaga Altzaga, the birthplace of the Basque Country's first king, with the National Historical Centre of the Basque Country.
• Visit the Armoury Museum or Fine Arts Museum, some of which are home to museums such as that of the Romanesque hermitage of Armeni.
• Enjoy a family stroll to discover the most beautiful corners of the Medieval Quarter.

MAJOR LANDMARKS

• Cathedral of Vitoria-Gasteiz
• Old City Hall

THE GREEN BELT, ON FOOT OR BY CYCLE

An entertaining and educational family stroll to discover the most beautiful corners of the Medieval Quarter.

THE FLORIDA PARK AND THE LA SENDA ROUTE

A park to play and enjoy nature with a playground for children, and the La Senda route for a family-friendly bicycle ride.

AN AREA FOR SPORT AND CULTURE

The pedestrian streets of the centre are full of terraces where you can have a snack or a meal.

In the city, you can go to the Arena, the city's basketball arena, or to the Gamarra sports complex. Another option is to strap on your skates and try your hand at ice hockey, speed skating, or a short course in the skate park.

IN SOBRÓN AND OLAETA

Adventure Parks

Located in Sobrón, this adventure park offers climbing and disco-riding for both children and adults. It's a great place to spend a day enjoying the great outdoors.

REFERENCES

• The Family Tourism Office's website
• TripAdvisor reviews of general interest
• Map of Family-Friendly Restaurants
• Official Tourism of the City of Vitoria-Gasteiz

The green belt

The green belt is a network of green areas in and around the city of Vitoria-Gasteiz. It's a great way to enjoy nature and connect with the city's wildlife.

The Florida Park

The Florida Park is a large urban park located in the centre of the city. It's a great place to play and enjoy the outdoors.

The La Senda route

The La Senda route is a family-friendly bicycle ride that takes you through the city's green belt.

Contact information at: www.vitoria-gasteiz.eus/tourism
A JOURNEY THROUGH HISTORY
with plenty of family-friendly plans for you to enjoy.

Visit the historic Quarter. It’s also a ‘green’ route that offers tips to discover the most beautiful corners of the Middle Ages. This path is a showcase of palatial houses, flanked by rows of gigantic banana trees first and by horse chestnuts later. Starting from the Florida Park, the guides organise tours to visit the park at different times of the year.

The Dato and San Prudencio streets and the Plaza de los Fueros are the main districts of Vitoria-Gasteiz. The Dato Street was the home of the 15th-century bishop and the University of the Basque Country. The Dato is home to the Casa de la Cultura de Vizcaya (literally Culture House of Vizcaya), which is like a forest with its rivers, hills and trails, under the branches of a 200-year-old tree of exotic species. Concerts are held in its Bandstand and, in summer, there are fireworks and light shows. There are also flea markets and stalls. This street is a Ramblas-like street, with a large collection of cards from the 19th century, with a large collection of cards from the 19th century. Fournier Cards Museum is located in the Plaza de Santa María Cathedral. The cathedral has a rich collection of cards from the 19th century, and an impressive collection of cards from the 19th century. The cathedral is the main temple in the city and the most important in the Basque Country. The cathedral has a rich collection of cards from the 19th century, and an impressive collection of cards from the 19th century. The cathedral is the main temple in the city and the most important in the Basque Country. The cathedral has a rich collection of cards from the 19th century, and an impressive collection of cards from the 19th century. The cathedral is the main temple in the city and the most important in the Basque Country. The cathedral has a rich collection of cards from the 19th century, and an impressive collection of cards from the 19th century. The cathedral is the main temple in the city and the most important in the Basque Country.

On the island of Guzuli, located on the Guzuli Estuary, you can enjoy the typical fish, such as pollock and cod, which are caught from the Guzuli Estuary in the summer. These fish are widely consumed in the Basque Country, and are considered the best fish in the Basque Country. The best places to eat fish in the Basque Country are the Santa Bárbara Restaurant in the Plaza de Santa Bárbara, next to the Produce Market. This restaurant is one of the best places to eat fish in the Basque Country, and is considered the best fish in the Basque Country. The best places to eat fish in the Basque Country are the Santa Bárbara Restaurant in the Plaza de Santa Bárbara, next to the Produce Market. This restaurant is one of the best places to eat fish in the Basque Country, and is considered the best fish in the Basque Country. The best places to eat fish in the Basque Country are the Santa Bárbara Restaurant in the Plaza de Santa Bárbara, next to the Produce Market. This restaurant is one of the best places to eat fish in the Basque Country, and is considered the best fish in the Basque Country.
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**Vitoria-Gasteiz**

**Enjoy the Green Capital!**

**Its historical heritage.** The historic quarter of Vitoria-Gasteiz is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, and its streets present a captivating blend of architectural styles from the Romanesque to the modern. The Santa María Cathedral (13th century) and the New Cathedral (17th century) are some of the most important churches, each containing parts that take visitors back in time to different eras. This is the case of Santa María Cathedral, which contains parts that take visitors back to bygone eras. In 1997, preserves its medieval layout intact and was declared Monumental Complex. The Plaza del Catedral and the Cathedral area are pedestrian zones, providing a pleasant experience.

**Salburua Wetlands Centre / ATARIA Interpretation Centre of the Salburua Wetlands.** This unique in its genre, the Salburua Wetlands Centre (ATARIA) is an interpretation centre of the Salburua Wetlands. It offers you the chance to see the Añana landscape, with the Dolmen of Eguilaz and the Dolmen of Gaceo. The Salburua Wetlands Centre is home to the largest Txakoli and Riaño from Alava Plains, both essential visits. Not to be missed is the Arms Museum, which houses the best collection of arms and military equipment in Vitoria-Gasteiz. The collection includes weapons from the Middle Ages to modern times, including weapons from the American Civil War and the Vietnam War. The Arms Museum is open from Monday to Saturday, and admission is free. Visitors can also explore the Dolmen of Gaceo, a prehistoric monument located in the Salburua Wetlands Centre.

**Its green heritage.** Vitoria-Gasteiz is surprising its visitors with its green spaces, which range from parks and gardens to the city's main squares, such as the Plaza de España. The city's green heritage is recognized at international level. Discover it! Vitoria-Gasteiz has held the European Green Capital Award in 2012 and the ‘Global Green Capital’ Award in 2019. The city has also been awarded the European Green Capital Award in 2012 and the ‘Global Green Capital’ Award in 2019. The city's green heritage is recognized at international level. Discover it!

**Its museums.** Vitoria-Gasteiz is home to some of the best museums in the world. The Arxuim Museum is home to one of the best collections of arms in the world, and the Fournier Museum is home to one of the best collections of contemporary art in the world. Vitoria-Gasteiz is also home to the Artium Museum of Contemporary Art, which houses the best collection of contemporary art in the world. Vitoria-Gasteiz is also home to the Fournier Museum, which houses the best collection of arms and military equipment in Vitoria-Gasteiz. The collection includes weapons from the Middle Ages to modern times, including weapons from the American Civil War and the Vietnam War. The Arms Museum is open from Monday to Saturday, and admission is free. Visitors can also explore the Dolmen of Gaceo, a prehistoric monument located in the Salburua Wetlands Centre.

**Its gastronomy.** In Vitoria-Gasteiz, we cannot forget the gastronomic and culinary offerings. The city is home to some of the best restaurants and bars in the world, offering for all budgets. All washed down with wines from Rioja Alavesa and Txakoli from Alava. Pintxo-pote (pintxo + drink offer in bars) are the result of the city's tradition of confectionery. The bars are the result of the city's tradition of confectionery.

**Its leisure activities.** Vitoria-Gasteiz is a city that offers a wide range of leisure activities. The city's green belt is home to the Arxuim Bicycle Path, which offers you the chance to see the Añana landscape, with the Dolmen of Eguilaz and the Dolmen of Gaceo. The Arxuim Bicycle Path is open from Monday to Saturday, and admission is free. Visitors can also explore the Dolmen of Gaceo, a prehistoric monument located in the Salburua Wetlands Centre.

**Its sport activities.** Vitoria-Gasteiz is a city that is dedicated to sports. The city is home to the Vitoria-Gasteiz Ironman, a major triathlon event that takes place in the city's main squares. The city is also home to the Vitoria-Gasteiz Marathon, which is one of the most important marathons in Europe. The city is also home to a number of sports events, such as the Vitoria-Gasteiz Bike Festival, which features the best collection of contemporary art in the world. The Vitoria-Gasteiz Bike Festival is open from Monday to Saturday, and admission is free. Visitors can also explore the Dolmen of Gaceo, a prehistoric monument located in the Salburua Wetlands Centre.

**Its festivals and cultural manifestations.** Vitoria-Gasteiz is a city that is dedicated to cultural activities. The city is home to a number of festivals, such as the Vitoria-Gasteiz Bike Festival, which features the best collection of contemporary art in the world. The Vitoria-Gasteiz Bike Festival is open from Monday to Saturday, and admission is free. Visitors can also explore the Dolmen of Gaceo, a prehistoric monument located in the Salburua Wetlands Centre.
Virgen-Gasteiz is surprising due to its nature. It is one of the European cities with the largest number of green spaces to walk, run or cycle. The city of Vitoria-Gasteiz is the first national capital to be awarded the title of Biosphere Reserve. This is the result of a project born from the commitment of the Ayuntamiento de Vitoria-Gasteiz. The city has been awarded a certificate by UNESCO, as the first capital of a European country to be declared a Biosphere Reserve. The project has been named "Biosphere Reserve of Vitoria-Gasteiz" and it is the result of a joint effort between the government and the local community.

**Be Green**

Vitoria-Gasteiz was awarded the European Capital of Culture in 2012 and was also the European Green Capital in 2012, which has made it a reference city in terms of sustainability. The city is committed to reducing its carbon footprint and promoting environmentally friendly practices. The project of the Biosphere Reserve is an example of this commitment.

**Be historical**

Vitoria-Gasteiz is a historical city with a rich heritage. It is home to several historic buildings and landmarks, including the Old Cathedral (13th century) and the Santa María Cathedral (12th century). These are just a few examples of the many historical sites that can be found in Vitoria-Gasteiz. The city is also home to several museums and cultural centres, including the Fine Arts Museum, the Archaeology Museum and the Fournier Cards Museum. These museums offer a glimpse into the city's rich history and culture.

**Be Tourist**

Vitoria-Gasteiz is a city that offers something for everyone. Whether you're interested in history, culture, or just want to relax and enjoy the city's natural beauty, Vitoria-Gasteiz has something to offer. The city is also a great place to visit if you're interested in food and wine. The city is home to several fine dining restaurants and wineries, and the local cuisine is known for its delicious and unique dishes.

**All the information at:**

http://www.vitoria-gasteiz.org/tourisme

**Contact information**

Tourist Office,
Plaza de España 1
945 16 15 98 / 945 16 15 99
turismo@vitoria-gasteiz.org

**Opening hours**

- Weekdays: 9:00 am to 2:00 pm
- Sundays and public holidays: 10:00 am to 2:00 pm

**Additional information**

- You can also visit the Tourist Office at the Tourist Information Centre, which is located in the La Blanca area.
- The Tourist Office is open every day of the year.
- The Tourist Office is located in the heart of the city, near the main attractions and landmarks.

**RESOURCES GUIDE**

Emergencies, Extintos, 112, 945 80 70 99
Radiodifusión, 945 22 60 00
Raijo-taxi Canalestas 945 27 30 60
Montehermoso, Apartamentos 4, 945 161 170 / 945 161 380
Hotel 912 320 320
Airport 945 163 088 / 945 164 750
Bus station 945 164 415
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Vitoria-Gasteiz, the Green Capital.

Enjoy the Green Capital!

Vitoria-Gasteiz is a city that is worth discovering. It is one of the European cities with the largest and most beautiful green spaces to walk, run or cycle. The city has been awarded the title of the European Green Capital twice, and it is considered one of the most environmentally-concerned cities at an international level. Discover it!

Its historical heritage. The Gothic Quarter of Vitoria-Gasteiz is declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. Its historic center is made up of several squares that take us back to ancient eras, such as the Plaza de España or the Plaza del Catedral, where we can see the monumental Malvizo Church, the Palacio de Santa Cruz, and the Palacio de Valdecarros, among others. The city also has beautiful parks such as the Luis Ávila Park, the Centenario Park and the San Agustín, as well as town halls and modernist buildings.

The Aquino (decayed) Gothic-16th century bridge is a beauty that belongs to the village of Salvatierra. It connects the Plaza de España and Plaza de la Constitución, giving way to pedestrianization and a charming environment.

Its nature. Vitoria-Gasteiz has eleven streets and many parks, some of which have the Biosphere Reserve status, such as the Podgora, the Plaza de España or the Plaza del Catedral, which, from the 12th century, is the green area, with an extensive network of pedestrian and cycling paths. The Sabinas wetlands stand out. There are no city limits, and we can see the European route E-92 with a mixture of rural and urban oases that fill the landscape. From the city to the centre of Alava.

Its gastronomy and wine. Vitoria-Gasteiz has been awarded the title of National Capital of Gastronomy in 2014, in Vitoria-Gasteiz it is possible to enjoy the best Basque gastronomy. The National capital of Gastronomy is a recognition awarded by the government to cities with the best gastronomic traditions. In Vitoria-Gasteiz it is possible to enjoy the best Basque gastronomy, with the most innovative creations of Basque cuisine.

You will be able to taste the famous Pintxos, without forgetting traditional variations of Pintxos Basque. In the Euskalduna Museum of Bilbao, you can enjoy a landscape rich in vineyards and taste the wines from Rioja Alavesa and Txakoli from Alava.

In addition to visiting the Plaza de Abastos Market, we cannot forget the gastronomic variety and the most interesting temporary exhibitions. The Antiguo Market is the heart of Vitoria-Gasteiz. It is the biggest and most important market, it is the result of the city's tradition of confectionery.

And for dessert the variety of sweet creations that are the result of the city's tradition of confectionery. The Antiguo Market is the heart of Vitoria-Gasteiz. It is the biggest and most important market, it is the result of the city's tradition of confectionery.

The María Inmaculada Cathedral is home to the best collection of sculpture in Europe. Vitoria-Gasteiz is the capital of the María Inmaculada Cathedral or the New Cathedral.

Its museums. Vitoria-Gasteiz has a large number of museums and cultural institutions. The Memorial Centre is a unique in its genre.

Be Green.

As a sustainable tourist destination. Vitoria-Gasteiz is one of the most innovative cities in Europe that prioritizes environmental actions and is committed to the environment. It is one of the most environmentally-committed cities at an international level. Discover it!

In the Green Belt, with an extensive network of pedestrian and cycling paths, the Salburua Wetlands stand out. There we can see the main Cathedral or the New Cathedral.

The María Inmaculada Cathedral is home to the best collection of sculpture in Europe. Vitoria-Gasteiz is the capital of the María Inmaculada Cathedral or the New Cathedral.
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